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CIRCULAR
Vittiya Saksharta Abhiyan (VISAKA): ln view of recent decisions of the Governmerrt, lndia
is on the cusp of a major financial revolution. As we shift from a cash-dependent to a
cashless economy, we look forward to better social equity, availability of more resourr:es for
development work through higher revenue collection, eradication of counterfeit curr'ancy, a
reduction in illegaltransactions and a curb on black money.

The purpose of the 'Vittiya Saksharta Abhiyan' is to actively engage the youth/ stucklnts of
Higher Education lnstitutions to encourage and motivate all payers and payees tc use a
digitally enabled cashless economic system for transfer of funds. Ministry of l'luman
Resource Development views the institutions of higher education in the country, 'aculty
members and students to take the lead and act as engines of this transformational shift.
The best way of leadership is to lead by example. All Heads of higher educational inslil:utions
should plan for a cashless campus, within a limited timeframe, for'all transactions wi'tin the
campus. Various options of digital transactions are presented here. To begin with, the
faculty, staff and students, whom we refer to as engines of change, need to disp,el the
commonly held belief that digital transactions are complex and necessarily require it smart
phone and internet connectivity. They need to further educate their family membets and
people in their immediate surroundings and motivate them for digital transactions. NC;C/NSS
volunteers of an institute may take up a major market and interact with shop clwners,
including vendors, and their associations with an objective of developing a cashless tnarket
focusing on each point of sale.

of the above all Heads of the Teachina Departments. Rector/ Director gffine
Camouses of the Universitv of Jammu & Principals of the affiliated Colleog's are
requested to reoister your Department/ Campuil lnstitution at the below mery'ioned
website and encouraoe active particioation of students. faculty and staff mem,lers in
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accomplishina this challenqing task.
The details of the scheme are available on the website:
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UNIVERSITY OF J,q.MMU
No.DAA/1716362-6412
Dated: 0910112017

Copy to:
1. Special Secretary to Vice-Chancellor for kind information of the Vice-Chancellor.
2. All Heads of Teaching Deptts., Rector/Director Offsite Campuses, Principals o[the
affiliated colleges for further necessary action.
Director, Centre for lT Enabled Sqrvlees'ancl-*{anagement to upload the same rrn th@
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